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CUB4
Counter
Current Meter
Process Indicator
RTD Meter
Thermocouple Meter
Volt Meter

PAX
Counter
Current Meter
Process Meter
Strain Gauge Meter

Rate Indicator
Resistance Meter
Slave Display
Volt Meter

LDD
Counter
Current Meter
Elapsed Timer
Process Time

Rate Indicator
Real Time Clock
Slave Display
Volt Meter

C48
Batch Counter
Counter
Timer

Legend
Batch Counter
Counter
Counter/Rate
Motor Drive Controller

CUB5
Counter
Count/Rate
Dual Counter
Rate Indicator

LPAX
Counter
Current Meter
Process Meter
Volt Meter

Rate Indicator
Resistance Meter
Slave Display
Strain Gauge Meter

Counters
Red Lion offers you the most comprehensive selection of counters in
the industry. From a simple switch contact to a more complex dual
quadrature signal with communication and control, you can meet any
application with precision and ease of operation. Keep size and cost to 
a minimum with our CUB family of counters or choose the advanced
PAX Meters, whose modular design allows you to field-configure them
in seconds with plug-in output cards.  

Timers
From the economy and convenience of our CUBs to the C48 Timers
with outputs and comms capability, there’s a Red Lion timer to meet
your specs. Field-proven design and up-to-the-minute electronics
assure you of reliable operation with convenient programmability.
These units fulfill your demand for Hour Meters, Elapsed Timers,
Real Time Clocks, Process Time and other essential building blocks
for cost-effective control.

Tachometers
Need to display a rate? Our wide choice of indicators helps 
you display data where it’s needed, from linear feet, revolutions,
gallons or other measure. Not only can you indicate the rate,
control can be achieved by adding outputs and comms to your
meter. With various sizes available, you’ll find the right
tachometer for your application.

Digital Panel Meters
You’ll find our Digital Panel Meters throughout industry providing
process indication and control. They accept Voltage, Current, Temp-
erature, Process, and Strain Gage inputs, so you can scale them for
the engineering unit you need. As a leader in panel meters, Red Lion
offers you a choice of size and capability from the CUB family to
the highly adaptable PAX series—ready for plug-in field
modification using output cards.

Large Displays
Our LPAX and LDD models bring the message into dark, hard-to-see
or large-scale environments. With a display height up to 3.32 inches
(visible to 130 feet) you can read these displays most anywhere on the
plant floor. Offering the same capability as our standard-size devices,
including wide choices in capability, display format,
and input make these the obvious answer for
your next large display requirement.

Sensors
Complete your system requirements with our wide range of sensor
solutions. The Red Lion family of sensors includes Magnetic Pick-
ups, Proximity Sensors, Rotary Pulse Generators, Length Sensors,
and Photo Electric Sensors.  The Magnetic Pick-ups and Proximity
Sensors are available in various sizes to meet your specifications.
The Rotary Pulse Generators and Length Sensors offer many pulse
rates to suit your application.
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